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a b s t r a c t
The p-median problem on a tree T is to find a set S of p vertices on T that minimizes the
sum of distances from T ’s vertices to S. In this paper, we study two generalizations of the 2-
median problem, which are obtained by imposing constraints on the two vertices selected
as a 2-median: one is to limit their distance while the other is to limit their eccentricity.
Previously, both the best upper bounds of these two generalizations were O(n2) [A. Tamir,
D. Perez-Brito, J.A. Moreno-Perez, A polynomial algorithm for the p-centdian problem
on a tree, Networks 32 (1998) 255–262; B.-F. Wang, S.-C. Ku, K.-H. Shi, Cost-optimal
parallel algorithms for the tree bisector problem and applications, IEEE Transactions on
Parallel and Distributed Systems 12 (9) (2001) 888–898]. In this paper, we solve both
in O(n log n) time. We also study cases when linear time algorithms exist for the two
generalizations. For example, we solve both in linear time when edge lengths and vertex
weights are all polynomially bounded integers. Furthermore, we consider the relaxation
of the two generalized problems by allowing 2-medians on any position of edges, instead
of just on vertices, and we give O(n log n)-time algorithms for them. A problem, named
the tree marker problem, arises several times in our approaches to the two generalized
2-median problems, and we give an O(n log n)-time algorithm for this problem. We also
use this algorithm to speedup an algorithm of Gupta and Punnen [S.K. Gupta, A.P. Punnen,
Group center and group median of a tree, European Journal of Operational Research 65
(1993) 400–406] for the group median problem, improving the running time from O(kn)
to O(n+ k log n), where k is the number of groups in the input.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Optimally locating a set of facilities on a network is an important problem in the fields of transportation and
communication [10,11,15]. One classical problem is the p-median problem: Given a number p and a graph G = (V , E, d, w),
in which each vertex v ∈ V has a nonnegative weight w(v) and each edge (v, u) ∈ E has a nonnegative length, find a set S
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where d(v, S) is the shortest distance from v to a vertex in S. This models the scenario of placing p facilities to minimize the
average access cost from the network. Kariv and Hakimi [13] showed that the problem is NP-hard. So one may only hope
to find efficient algorithms for special classes of graphs. For trees, they provided in that paper an O(p2n2)-time algorithm,
while Tamir [16] had an O(pn2)-time algorithm with respect to a generalized distance-sum function. From now on, trees
will be the only subject of our discussion and all our results are done with respect to trees. Some attention has been given
to the cases of p = 1 and p = 2. Goldman [8] had a linear time algorithm for the case of p = 1 and Gavish and Sridhar [7]
efficiently solved the case of p = 2 in O(n log n) time.
From some practical point of view, Wang et al. [18] introduced a generalization of the p-median problem which limits
the longest distance between any pair of the vertices selected as a p-median. They gave an O(n2)-time algorithm for the case
of p = 2. Recently, Wang et al. [19] presented an O(pn3)-time algorithm for general p. Tamir et al. [17] introduced another
generalization of the p-median problem which limits the eccentricity of p-medians and gave an O(pn2)-time algorithm for
it. The eccentricity of a subset S ⊆ V is defined as EccG(S) = maxv∈V d(v, S). They also studied the generalization with the
relaxation which allows each vertex of the p-median to be placed on any position of edges, instead of just on vertices. They
solved this relaxed version in O(pn3) time.
In this paper, we focus on the case of p = 2 for the above two generalized problems. The previous upper bounds for these
two problemswith p = 2wereO(n2) [17,18].We solve both inO(n log n) time.We can even do better for some natural cases.
We solve the first generalization in linear timewhen all vertexweights and edge lengths are polynomially bounded integers.
We solve the second generalization in linear timewhen all edge lengths are constants or all vertex weights are polynomially
bounded integers. Furthermore, we consider the relaxation of Tamir et al. that allows 2-medians on any positions of edges.
We give O(n log n)-time algorithms for the relaxed versions of the two generalized 2-median problems. Previously, there
was no algorithm known for the relaxed version of the first problem, while the best upper bound for the relaxed version of
the second problem was O(n3) [17]. We remark that there are also different constrained 2-median problems studied in the
literature [2–4].
Along the way, we solve a problem, named the tree marker problem, in O(n log n) time, which may be of independent
interest. A special case of the tree marker problem that had been studied previously in the literature is called the single-
source tree bisector problem [18], which has applications to several location problems on trees. Wanget al. [18] gave an
O(n log n)-time algorithm for this problem, and Becker and Perl [1] solved it in O(n) time when all edges have unit length.
Wanget al. [18] asked the following question in their paper: Is it possible to solve the problem in o(n log n) timewhen all edge
lengths are polynomially bounded integers? In this paper, we answer the question affirmatively by solving in linear time the
corresponding case of the tree marker problem. The tree marker problem arises several times in our approaches to the two
generalized 2-median problems. It is also helpful for solving the following problem. Given a tree T = (V , E, d) and a vertex
partition {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} of V , the groupmedian problem is to find a point g on T that minimizes
∑
1≤i≤kmax {d(v, g)|v ∈ Si}.
For this problem, Gupta and Punnen [9] presented two efficient algorithms, running in O(n log n) time and O(nk) time,
respectively. With our algorithm for the tree marker problem, we show that Gupta and Punnen’s O(nk)-time algorithm for
the group median problem can be implemented in O(n+ k log n) time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Notation and preliminaries are given in the next section. In Section 3, we
introduce the tree marker problem and present an efficient algorithm for it. We solve the generalized 2-median problem
with distance constraint in Section 4, and the generalized 2-median problem with eccentricity constraint in Section 5. In
Section 6, we study cases when linear time algorithms exist for the two generalized problems. In Section 7, we solve the
relaxed versions of the two generalized problems. In Section 8, we solve the group median problem. Finally, future work is
discussed in Section 9.
2. Notation and preliminaries
Given a tree T , let V (T ) denote its vertex set and let E(T ) denote its edge set. Each edge e has a nonnegative length d(e)
and each vertex v has a nonnegative weightw(v). For ease of presentation, throughout this paper, we assume that all vertex
weights are positive. It is rather straightforward to modify our algorithms for vertices with weight zero. Define the weight
of a subtree H asw(H) =∑v∈V (H)w(v). For two vertices u and v, let path(u, v) denote the path between them, and let their
distance d(u, v) be the length of this path.
For a vertex v and a set of vertices S, let d(v, S) = minu∈S d(v, u). The distance-sum function we use in this paper
is SumT (S) = Σv∈Vd(v, S) × w(v). For notational convenience, we write SumT (v) for SumT ({v}) and SumT (u, v) for
SumT ({u, v}). A set S of p vertices is called a p-median of T if SumT (S) ≤ SumT (S ′) for any S ′ of p vertices. A median of a
tree is just its 1-median.
Consider a rooted tree T and a vertex v. Call u an ancestor of v if u is on the path from v to the root, so a vertex is considered
an ancestor of itself. Call u a proper ancestor of v if u is an ancestor of v and u 6= v. For two vertices a and b, let LCA(a, b)
denote their least common ancestor. Let par(v) denote v’s parent in T . Let Tv denote the subtree rooted at v, and define
δT (v) = w(Tv)− w(T\Tv)
for the weight difference between Tv and its complement. For a child u of v, Tu is called a subtree of v. The following states
an important property of medians on trees.
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Fig. 1. An illustration for X(e), Y (e), and JT (e).
Lemma 2.1. On a rooted tree T , the vertex v with the smallest δT (v) > 0 is a median.
Proof. Let v be the vertex with the smallest δT (v) > 0. Imagine moving v to a vertex r 6= v. If r is not on Tv , vertices of
Tv have their distances increased by d(r, v)while others have distances either increased or decreased by at most d(r, v), so
the distance-sum increases by at least δT (v)d(r, v) > 0. Otherwise, r is on a subtree Tu of v, and vertices outside of Tu have
distances increased by d(r, v) while others have distances either increased or decreased by at most d(r, v). The distance-
sum now increases by at least —δT (u)d(r, v), which is nonnegative as δT (u) < δT (v) and δT (v) is the smallest positive one.
Moving v elsewhere does not decrease the distance-sum, so v is a median. 
A rooted tree T may have more than one median but it has a unique vertex v with the smallest δT (v) > 0, and we call
v the median, denoted as m(T ). We can find m(T ) by starting from the root and going to the heaviest subtree each time, as
vertices elsewhere have negative δT values. If a vertex v has at least two heaviest subtrees, then all its children have negative
δT values, so we do not need to go down further, and v is the median. Clearly,m(T ) can be found this way in linear time.
Next, consider the 2-median problem on trees. We will root T at m = m(T ) throughout the paper unless mentioned
otherwise. A key property of a 2-median (m1, m2) on T is that m1 must be the median of the subtree which contains those
vertices closer tom1 whilem2must be themedian of the subtree of the remaining vertices (which are closer tom2). Let X(e)
and Y (e) denote the two resulting subtrees when the edge e is deleted, with X(e) being the one containing m. (See Fig. 1.)
The property described above motivates the following useful strategy called link-deletion method [7,14]:
Step 1. FindmY (e) = m(Y (e)) for every e ∈ E(T ).
Step 2. FindmX (e) = m(X(e)) for every e ∈ E(T ).
Step 3. Output the pair (mX (e),mY (e)) with smallest SumY (e)(mY (e))+ SumX(e)(mX (e)).
For this, Gavish and Sridhar [7] had an O(n log n)-time algorithm, which performs Step 1 and 3 in O(n) time but needs
O(n log n) time for Step 2. They observed the following useful property. (See Fig. 1.)
Property 2.1 ([7]). Let Tα and Tβ be m’s two heaviest subtrees, with a tie broken arbitrarily, and define JT (e) = path(m,m(Tβ))
if e ∈ {(m, α)} ∪ E(Tα), and JT (e) = path(m,m(Tα)) otherwise. Then for any edge e, mX (e) ∈ JT (e).
For vertices x and y, define their bisector, denoted as BS(x, y), as the edge which contains the position on path(x, y)with
equal distance to x and y. Then, we have the following properties.
Property 2.2. For any e ∈ E(T ) and for any x, y ∈ V (T )with e = BS(x, y) and x ∈ X(e), SumT (x, y) = SumX(e)(x)+SumY (e)(y).
Proof. All the vertices in X(e) are closer to x than to y. On the other hand, all the vertices in Y (e) are closer to y than to x.
Thus, SumT (x, y) = SumX(e)(x)+ SumY (e)(y). 
Property 2.3 ([18]). After an O(n)-time preprocessing on T , for any x, y ∈ V (T ), SumT (x, y) can be computed in O(1) time if
BS(x, y) is given.
Sometimes itmakes sense to consider arbitrary positions, called points, on edges, instead of just vertices. Somedefinitions
above can be easily extended, such as the distance of two points and the distance-sum function. For a point r /∈ V (T ), δT (r) is
defined as the weight difference between the two subtrees separated by r . This relaxation does not reduce the distance-sum
of a 1-median, as moving it to some vertex on that edge still preserves the distance-sum. This is also true for the 2-median
problem, as the two vertices of a 2-median are the respective 1-medians of X(e) and Y (e) for some edge e. However, this is
not the case for the generalized 2-median problems.
3. The tree marker problem
Later we will encounter some tasks which can be formulated as the following tree marker problem. The input is a tree
T = (V , E, d) and a set of q = O(n) 3-tuples (x, l, y) with x, y ∈ V and 0 ≤ l ≤ d(x, y). For each 3-tuple (x, l, y), the goal is
to output the point p on path(x, y) with d(x, p) = l. Each output point p is called a target point and is specified by an edge
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Fig. 2. A rooted tree T .
Fig. 3. The Euler tour U of T .
Fig. 4. An example of the arraysM ,W , Z , and D for the arrays X and F .
e = (u, v) and a distance dis, where e is the edge containing p and dis = d(u, p). Let te be the time to do a stable sort on n
edge lengths. In this section, we show that the tree marker problem can be solved in O(n+min {q log n, te}) time.
We start with some preprocessing to convert the input into a different format. First, root the tree at an arbitrary
vertex r , and find LCA(x, y) for all 3-tuples (x, l, y), which takes only linear time [12]. Then, replace each 3-tuple (x, l,
y) by a pair (v, τ (v)) to indicate that the target point is the point above v and with distance τ(v) to r . More precisely,
(v, τ (v)) = (x, d(x, r) − l) if l ≤ d(x, LCA(x, y)) and (v, τ (v)) = (y, d(y, r) + l − d(x, y)) otherwise. For simplicity, we
assume that τ(v) < d(r, v) for each pair; otherwise, τ(v) = d(r, v) and the target point for (v, τ(v)) is just the vertex v.
We further assume that no vertex v appears in two pairs. In case it is not true, the following is done. Let (v, τ0), (v, τ1), . . .
, (v, τk−1) be the pairs in which a vertex v appears. First, we attach k − 1 vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk−1 to par(v). The length of
each edge (vi, par(v)) is d(v, par(v)), 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. Then, we transform the k pairs to (v, τ0), (v1, τ1), . . . , (vk−1, τk−1).
After this, the target point for each pair (v, τ(v)) can be found in O(n+ q log n) time in the following way. We perform a
depth-first traversal on T , during which we maintain the path from the root to the current vertex in an array. And, for each
pair (v, τ(v)), when v becomes the current vertex, we perform a binary search to find the target point.
A different way for finding the target points after the preprocessing is the following, which takes O(n+ te) time. The idea
is borrowed fromWang et al.’s algorithm for the tree bisector problem [18], which in fact is a special case of the tree marker
problem. First we compute the Euler tour U of T , which is obtained by performing a depth-first traversal on T and recording
the sequence of vertices visited. For example, for the tree in Fig. 2, U = (r, a, r, b, d, b, e, b, r, c, f , c, r). Let U[i] denote the
ith vertex in the tour. For a pair (v, τ(v)), we want to find v’s highest ancestor uwith d(u, r) > τ(v). Letw = par(u). Note
that d(w, r) ≤ τ(v) and d(u′, r) > τ(v) for every vertex u′ in the subtree Tu. Also note that in U , there is an appearance of
w right before the Euler tour of the subtree Tu. See Fig. 3 for an illustration. If we go backward from the first appearance of v
in U ,w is the first vertex we encounter with d(w, r) ≤ τ(v). Moreover, u is next to thew we found. Therefore, letting U[k]
be the first appearance of v, the finding of u can be done by finding the largest index h < k with d(U[h], r) ≤ τ(v). After h
is computed, the vertex stored in U[h+ 1] is u and the target point is on the edge (w, u).
Let F and X be the arrays with F [i] = τ(U[i]) and X[i] = d(r,U[i]). Now the remaining task can be easily reduced to
the following f-left-match problem, introduced by Wang et al. [18]. The input is two arrays X and F , each of n numbers. The
output is an array M such that M[k] is the largest index h < k with X[h] ≤ F [k] and M[k] = ∅ if no such index exists.
The f -left-match problem can be solved in the following way. Given input X and F , we first stable-sort their concatenation
increasingly into a new arrayW . Let Z be the array of 2n elements with Z[i] = 1 ifW [i] is from X and Z[i] = 0 otherwise.
Let D be the array of 2n elements with D[i] being the index ofW [i] in its original array, X or F . An example is shown in Fig. 4.
Using some data structure S to be described later, we do the following for index i from 0 to 2n − 1. If Z[i] = 1, insert D[i]
into S. Otherwise, search the largest number h < D[i] in S and set M[D[i]] = h. This assignment is correct because at this
point, S contains exactly those indices h such that X[h] ≤ F [D[i]].
The complexity depends on how S is implemented. This is related to the interval split-find problem introduced in [6], as the
set of inserted numbers is in fact In = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. An interval of In is a set of consecutive numbers in In. The problem is
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Fig. 5. An illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.2.
tomaintain a data structure that represents some partition of In and supports two types of operations: find(x), which returns
the representative of the interval containing x, and split(x), which splits the interval containing x into two, one for those less
than x and one for the rest. The representative of an intervalmay be any integer contained in it. In our application, we choose
the smallest number to be the representative. Gabow and Tarjan [5] had an algorithm that can process O(n) operations in
O(n) time. We use their algorithm to build our data structure S in the following way. Initially, there is only one interval In.
The idea is that if we insert each D[j] in S by calling split(D[j]), then given D[i], the largest D[j] < D[i] in S is just the smallest
number in the interval containing D[i], which can be obtained by simply calling find(D[i]). There are O(n) operations and
only linear time is needed. Thus, we have the following lemma, assuming ta is the time for stable-sorting the concatenation
of X and F .
Lemma 3.1. The f -left-match problem can be solved in O(n+ ta) time.
Lemma 3.1 immediately implies the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The tree marker problem can be solved in O(n+min {q log n, te}) = O(n log n) time.
Given a rooted tree T = (V , E, d), the single-source tree bisector problem is to find BS(r, v) for every v ∈ V , where r is
the root. Wang et al. [18] posed the following question: ‘‘Is it possible to solve the single-source tree bisector problem in
o(n log n) time for the case in which all edge lengths are polynomially bounded integers?" Since te = O(n) when all edge
lengths are polynomially bounded integers, our tree marker algorithm solves the case in linear time.
4. The 2-median problem with distance constraint
The problem studied in this section is the following. The input is a tree T = (V , E, d, w) and a distance constraint L. The
goal is to find two vertices z1 and z2 on T that minimize SumT (z1, z2) under the constraint d(z1, z2) ≤ L. We will follow the
framework of the link-deletion method. For an edge e, let zX (e) and zY (e) denote the respective vertices on X(e) and Y (e)
that achieve the smallest distance-sum under the constraint d(zX (e), zY (e))≤ L. Root T atm = m(T ). The following lemma
helps cut down the search space for zX (e) and zY (e).
Lemma 4.1. For e = (v, par(v)), zY (e) ∈ path(v,mY (e)) and zX (e) ∈ path(mX (e), par(v)).
Proof. If zY (e) /∈ path(v,mY (e)), moving zY (e) toward path(v,mY (e)) decreases the distance to mY (e) and thus decreases
the distance-sum SumY (e)(zY (e)). The moving also decreases the distance to zX (e). So zY (e) ∈ path(v,mY (e)). Similarly, one
can show that zX (e) ∈ path(mX (e), par(v)). 
Instead of trying to find (zX (e), zY (e)) for every e, we produce a collection of pairs that is easier to find but sufficient for
our purpose. First, for an edge e = (v, par(v)), let ye denote the vertex on path (v,mY (e)) which is farthest frommX (e) but
still satisfies d(mX (e), ye) ≤ L. Define the set
S1 = {(mX (e), ye)|e ∈ E}.
Next, recall from Property 2.1 that for any edge e, mX (e) is on the path JT (e), which is either path(m,m(Tα)) or
path(m,m(Tβ)), where Tα and Tβ are the two heaviest subtrees of m. For a vertex y 6= m, define xy as follows. If y ∈ V (Tα),
xy is the vertex farthest from y but within distance L to y on path(y,m)∪path(m,m(Tβ)); otherwise, xy is the vertex farthest
from y but within distance L to y on path(y,m) ∪ path(m,m(Tα)). Define the set
S2 = {(xy, y)|y ∈ V }.
Note that every (x, y) in S1 ∪ S2 is a feasible solution as d(x, y) ≤ L. The following lemma shows that the optimal solution
can be found in the set S1 ∪ S2.
Lemma 4.2. For every (zX (e), zY (e)), there is a pair (x, y) ∈ S1 ∪ S2 such that SumT (x, y) ≤ SumX(e)(zX (e))+ SumY (e)(zY (e)).
Proof. Let e = (v, par(v)). First, consider the case d(mX (e), zY (e)) ≤ L. (See Fig. 5.) Because ye is the vertex on path(v,mY (e))
with d(mX (e), ye) ≤ L that is farthest to mX (e) and thus nearest vertex to mY (e), we have SumY (e)(ye) ≤ SumY (e)(zY (e)).
Consequently, SumT (mX (e), ye) ≤ SumX(e)(mX (e))+ SumY (e)(ye) ≤ SumX(e)(zX (e))+ SumY (e)(zY (e)). Next, consider the case
d(mX (e), zY (e)) > L. Let y = zY (e). Then xy is the nearest vertex tomX (e) on path(mX (e), par(v)) that is within distance L to
y, so SumT (xy, y) ≤ SumX(e)(xy)+ SumY (e)(y) ≤ SumX(e)(zX (e))+ SumY (e)(zY (e)). 
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S1 ∪ S2 has at most 2n pairs and finding them can be reduced to the tree marker problem after all mX (e), mY (e),
m(Tα), and m(Tβ) are computed. For each (x, y) ∈ S1 ∪ S2, we also need to find e = BS(x, y) in order to compute
SumT (x, y) = SumX(e)(x)+SumY (e)(y), according to Properties 2.2 and 2.3. Finding all such bisectors can again be reduced to
the tree marker problem. So we have the following, assuming that getting allmX (e) takes tx time and sorting n edge lengths
takes te time.
Theorem 4.1. The generalized 2-median problem with distance constraint can be solved in O(n+ tx + te) = O(n log n) time.
5. The 2-median problem with eccentricity constraint
The problem to study now is the following. The input is a tree T = (V , E, d, w) and an eccentricity constraint L. The
goal is to find two vertices r1 and r2 on T that minimize SumT (r1, r2) under the eccentricity constraint EccT ({r1, r2}) ≤ L,
where the eccentricity of a set S is defined as EccT (S) = maxv∈V (T ) d(v, S). For notational convenience, we write EccT (v) for
EccT ({v}) and EccT (u, v) for EccT ({u, v}).
Root T atm = m(T ) as usual. The diameter path of T , denoted as dm(T ), is the longest path on T . The center of T , denoted
as c(T ), is a vertex u such that EccT (u) ≤ EccT (v) for every vertex v on T . It is not hard to verify that c(T ) is also a center of
dm(T ), and dm(T )must end at a farthest leaf of T , with c(T ) being its ancestor [11].
Suppose that (r1, r2) is the solution we want. According to Property 2.2, SumT (r1, r2) = SumX(e)(r1) + SumY (e)(r2) for
e = BS(r1, r2) with r1 ∈ X(e) and r2 ∈ Y (e), and now EccT (r1, r2) = max {EccX(e)(r1), EccY (e)(r2)}. So again we can
follow the link-deletion method. However, it is possible that some (or even every) edge e has no feasible solution due to
EccX(e)(c(X(e))) > L or EccY (e)(c(Y (e))) > L. Call an edge feasible if it does have a feasible solution. For a feasible edge e,
define rX (e) as the vertex onX(e)with EccX(e)(rX (e)) ≤ L thatminimizes SumX(e)(rX (e)), and define rY (e) on Y (e) accordingly.
We will find all such (rX (e), rY (e)) and output the pair with the smallest distance-sum. The following lemma tells us where
to find them.
Lemma 5.1. For a feasible edge e, rX (e) ∈ path(mX (e), c(X(e))) and rY (e) ∈ path(mY (e), c(Y (e))).
Proof. If rX (e) /∈ path(mX (e), c(X(e))), moving rX (e) toward path(mX (e), c(X(e))) decreases the distance to mX (e) and
thus decreases the distance-sum SumX(e)(rX (e)). The moving also decreases the distance to c(X(e)) and thus decreases the
eccentricity EccX(e)(rX (e)). So rX (e) ∈ path(mX (e), c(X(e))). Similarly, rY (e) ∈ path(mY (e), c(Y (e))). 
Then, rX (e) is the vertex on path(mX (e), c(X(e))) nearest to mX (e) that still satisfies EccX(e)(rX (e)) ≤ L, and similarly
for rY (e). We obtain all thosemX (e) andmY (e) first. Then, we will find every dm(Y (e)) and c(Y (e)), or equivalently dm(Tv)
and c(Tv) for e = (v, par(v)). There are three possibilities for dm(Tv). If dm(Tv) = dm(Tu) for some child u of v, then
c(Tv) = c(Tu). If dm(Tv) has one end at v, then v has only one child u and dm(Tv) must end at u’s farthest leaf, so c(Tv) ∈
path(v, c(Tu)). Otherwise, dm(Tv) is the path through v connecting v’s two farthest leaves, then c(Tv) ∈ path(v, c(Tu))with
Tu being v’s subtree containing v’s farthest leaf. So c(Tv) either stays on or moves up from the center of some subtree Tu of
v. In a bottom-up way, it is easy to determine which case happens and find dm(Tv) and c(Tv) for every v in linear time.
Next, let us find rY (e) for every feasible edge e in a bottom-up way. Call a subtree Y (e) dead if it has no feasible solution
for rY (e). A subtree Y (e)which is not dead is called inactive if rY (e) is not an ancestor ofmY (e) and is called active otherwise.
Suppose in the current iteration, the edge we are dealing with is e = (v, par(v)). Let Tu be the heaviest subtree of v and let
e′ = (u, v). Consider the following four cases.
Case 1: v has a dead subtree Tv′ .
Because Tv′ is a subtree of Tv , EccTv (c(Tv)) ≥ EccTv′ (c(Tv′)) > L. Thus, Tv has no feasible solution, and becomes dead
too.
Case 2: v has an inactive subtree Tv′′ .
Let e′′ = (v′′, v). In the subtree Tv′′ , rY (e′′) is not an ancestor of mY (e′′). What prevents rY (e′′) from moving up
towardsmY (e′′)must be some leaf l of Tv′′ with d(par(rY (e′′)), l) > L. This same constraint also forces rY (e) to stay
at rY (e′′) and makes the subtree Tv become inactive, if EccY (e)(rY (e′′)) ≤ L. If EccY (e)(rY (e′′)) > L, Tv has no feasible
solution and becomes dead.
Case 3: Every subtree of v is active and rY (e′) is a proper ancestor ofmY (e).
Recall that e′ = (u, v)where Tu is the heaviest subtree of v, somY (e) is an ancestor ofmY (e′). (See Fig. 6.) As rY (e′)
lies strictly above mY (e) and thus strictly above mY (e′), there must be a leaf l in Tu dragging rY (e′) from moving
down towards mY (e′). This constraint forces rY (e) to stay at rY (e′) and makes the subtree Tv become inactive, if
EccY (e)(rY (e′)) ≤ L. If EccY (e)(rY (e′)) > L, Tv has no feasible solution and becomes dead.
Case 4: Every subtree of v is active and rY (e′) is not a proper ancestor ofmY (e).
In this case, mY (e) is an ancestor of rY (e′), because both mY (e) and rY (e′) are ancestors of mY (e′) but rY (e′) is not a
proper ancestor ofmY (e). To search rY (e) in path(mY (e), c(Y (e))), we go frommY (e) towards c(Y (e)) until we visit
a vertex r with EccY (e)(r) ≤ L. If no such vertex can be found, Tv becomes dead.
It is not hard to see that for any feasible edge e, we can indeed find rY (e). Cases 1, 2, or 3 each takes O(1) time. The
following lemma guarantees that finding all rY (e)’s takes linear time.
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Fig. 6. An illustration for the computation of rY (e).
Fig. 7. An illustration for the computation of rX (e).
Lemma 5.2. The total number of visits to vertices of T in case 4 for searching all rY (e) is at most 3|V (T )|.
Proof. Let us count the total number of times that we revisit a previously visited vertex. Consider any iteration in which we
are in case 4 and let the current edge be e = (v, par(v)). First, supposewegodownat least once during the searching for rY (e)
in this iteration. Since every vertex in Tv can be visited at most once during this iteration, this contributes at most |V (Tv)|
to the count, but then vertices in Tv will never be visited again later as Tv becomes inactive or dead afterwards. Otherwise,
suppose we never go downwards in Tv during this iteration. Note that since Tu is active when the current iteration starts, a
simple induction can show that in all the iterations when the vertices of Tu were processed, we never went downwards and
rY (e′)must be the highest vertex we visited on path(v,mY (e′)). Now in the current iteration, as we start frommY (e), which
is an ancestor of rY (e′), and never go downwards, we can never revisit a previously visited vertex, except perhapsmY (e). So
this contributes at most one to the count. Thus the total number of revisits to vertices of T is at most |V (T )| + |V (T )|, and
the total number of visits to vertices of T is at most 3|V (T )|. 
Finally, let us find c(X(e)), and then rX (e) ∈ path(mX (e), c(X(e))), for every feasible edge e. Let l1 and l2 be the two leaves
such that dm(T ) = path(l1, l2). First, consider every edge e /∈ path(m, l1) ∪ path(m, l2). Clearly, in this case, dm(X(e)) =
dm(T ), c(X(e)) = c(T ), and rX (e) exists if and only if EccT (c(T )) ≤ L. Let us focus on the case EccT (c(T )) ≤ L. From
Property 2.1,mX (e) is always on path(m,m(Tα))∪path(m,m(Tβ)).We can find rX (e) for every ewithmX (e) ∈ path(m,m(Tα))
in linear time as follows. Note that rX (e) is the vertex r on path(mX (e), c(T )) with EccT (r) ≤ L that is nearest to mX (e). Let
q = LCA(m(Tα), c(T )), which must be on path(m,m(Tα)). (See Fig. 7.) If EccX(e)(q) > L, we can simply set rX (e) to be the
vertex w on path(q, c(T )) nearest to q with EccT (w) ≤ L, for every e with mX (e) ∈ path(m,m(Tα)). If EccX(e)(q) ≤ L, we
first identify a subpath path(w1, w2) on path(m,m(Tα)) containing exactly those v on it with EccX(e)(v) ≤ L, withw1 being
an ancestor of w2. Then, we set rX (e) = w1 if mX (e) ∈ path(m, w1), set rX (e) = mX (e) if mX (e) ∈ path(w1, w2), and set
rX (e) = w2 if mX (e) ∈ path(w2,m(Tα)). In a similar way, we can also find all rX (e) with mX (e) ∈ path(m,m(Tβ)) in linear
time. Next consider every edge e ∈ path(m, l1)∪ path(m, l2). The finding of rX (e) for those e ∈ path(m, l1) is as follows. We
change T ’s root to l1 so that each X(e) appears as a subtree Tpar(v) with e = (v, par(v)). Then all such rX (e) can be found
using the same bottom-up way described before for rY (e). Similarly, we can find rX (e) for those e ∈ path(m, l2). Hence, we
have the following theorem, assuming that finding allmX (e) takes tx time.
Theorem 5.1. The generalized 2-median problem with eccentricity constraint can be solved in O(n+ tx) = O(n log n) time.
6. Linear time algorithms for the generalized 2-median problems
Now we study cases when linear time algorithms exist for the two generalized 2-median problems. Our algorithms in
the previous two sections are all based on the link-deletion method, and a common bottleneck is to find all those mX (e).
One may hope that this step can be done more efficiently, but we show that this is impossible in general.
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Fig. 8. A transformation from the multi-search problem to the 2-median problem.
Theorem 6.1. Without assumption on vertex weights, finding all mX (e) requiresΩ(n log n) time in the comparison model, even
when every edge has a unit length.
Proof. Consider themulti-search problem defined byWang et al. [18]. The input is an array P of p unsorted positive numbers
and an array Q of q distinct sorted positive numbers. The output is an array R of p integers, with R[i], for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, recording
the number of elements inQ that are smaller than P[i].Wang et al. proved anΩ(p log q)-time lower bound in the comparison
model for this problem. We will reduce this problem in linear time to the link-deletion method.
Assume that p ≥ 2. Let s =∑1≤i≤p P[i], and assumew.l.o.g. that s > Q [q] (otherwise, just add an entry of a large enough
number to P). Construct a rooted tree T of p+ q+ 2 vertices with unit edge lengths in the following way. (See Fig. 8 for an
illustration.) T has a root r with w(r) = s. For 1 ≤ i ≤ p, there is an edge ei connecting r to a leaf vi with w(vi) = s− P[i].
There is a path from a leaf u0 to r , passing through vertices u1, u2, . . . , uq. Letw(u0) = (p− 1)s+ Q [q]/2,w(u1) = Q [1]/2,
andw(ui) = (Q [i] − Q [i− 1])/2 for 2 ≤ i ≤ q.
Let H denote the subtree of r rooted at uq. Note that w(T\H) = w(r) + ∑1≤i≤pw(vi) = s + (p − 1)s = ps, and
w(H) = ∑0≤i≤qw(ui) = (p − 1)s + Q [q] < ps; so the median of T must lie on T\H . As each vi has δT (vi) < 0, r is the
median of T . H is the heaviest subtree of T , so for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, mX (ei) is either r or a vertex on H . Consider first the case that
mX (ei) is a vertex on H . Noww(X(ei)\H) = w(r)−w(vi)+∑1≤j≤pw(vj) = s− (s− P[i])+ (p− 1)s = (p− 1)s+ P[i], for
1 ≤ i ≤ p, and δH(uk) =∑0≤j≤kw(uj)−∑k<j≤qw(uj) = ((p−1)s+Q [q]/2+Q [k]/2)−(Q [q]/2−Q [k]/2) = (p−1)s+Q [k],
for 1 ≤ k ≤ q. As mX (ei) is the vertex uk on H with the smallest positive δH(uk) − w(X(ei)\H) = Q [k] − P[i], it gives the
smallest k with Q [k] > P[i]. For the case mX (ei) is r , it is easy to see that P[i] > Q [q]. So finding mX (ei) for every edge ei
solves the multi-search problem on the input P and Q .
Given any two arrays P and Q , we can construct the corresponding tree T in linear time. As the multi-search problem
with p = q = n/2 has anΩ(n log n)-time lower bound, so does the link-deletion method. 
Theorem 6.1 suggests two possibilities for more efficient algorithms. The first is to avoid finding all those mX (e). We
consider this possibility in the case when all edge lengths are at most k = nO(1). Let us start with the classical 2-median
problem. Suppose that we have obtained every mY (e). According to Property 2.2, if (mX (e), mY (e)) is a 2-median, then
e = BS(mX (e), mY (e)). So to find mX (e), only the interval of vertices v on JT (e) satisfying e = BS(v,mY (e)) needs to be
considered. Sometimes wemay fail to findmX (e) there, but it does not matter as such (mX (e),mY (e)) can not be a 2-median.
Let path(start(e), end(e)) denote this interval with start(e) being the one closer to e. After knowing the distance of every
vertex to the root, finding all (start(e), end(e)) takes O(n) time by an integer sorting as k = nO(1) is assumed. One can check
that each interval has length at most 2d(e) ≤ 2k and contains at most O(k) vertices. By Property 2.3, with an O(n)-time
preprocessing, SumT (mY (e), x) can be computed in O(1) time for any vertex x in the interval. Thus, mX (e) can be found in
O(log k) time using a binary search. So the 2-median problem takes O(n log k) time. A similar idea works for the generalized
problem in Section 5 too. Recall that the computation of all rY (e) takes linear time. The bottleneck there is to findmX (e) and
then rX (e) for every edge e not on path(m, l1)∪ path(m, l2). Nowwe do not needmX (e). From Property 2.2, if (rX (e), rY (e)) is
a solution, then e = BS(rX (e), rY (e)), so we search rX (e) from the interval on path(m, c(T ))∪ JT (e) satisfying this condition.
Thus, we have the following.
Theorem 6.2. The generalized 2-median problemwith eccentricity constraint can be solved in O(n log k) time when edge lengths
are at most k = nO(1). In particular, it takes linear time for constant k.
The second possibility is having some restriction on vertex weights. We consider this possibility in the case when all
vertex weights are polynomially bounded integers. Again, we root T at m(T ). For each e = (v, par(v)),mX (e) is the vertex
u ∈ X(e) with the smallest positive δX(e)(u) = δT (u) + w(Tv), or equivalently the smallest δT (u) > −w(Tv), according to
Lemma 2.1. Now recall Property 2.1. For every e /∈ {(m, α)} ∪ E(Tα), mX (e) is on path(m,m(Tα)), and we can find all such
mX (e)’s by sorting the set {−w(Tv)|v /∈ V (Tα)} ∪ {δT (u)|u ∈ path(m,m(Tα))}. For every e ∈ {(m, α)} ∪ E(Tα), mX (e) is on
path(m,m(Tβ)), and we can find all such mX (e)’s by sorting the set {−w(Tv)|v ∈ V (Tα)} ∪ {δT (u)|u ∈ path(m,m(Tβ))}.
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(a) d(z1, z2) ≥ L. (b) d(z1, z2) < L.
Fig. 9. An illustration for the computation of (zX (e), zY (e)).
All those δT (u) and w(Tv) can be computed in linear time via a bottom-up way. Based upon the above discussion and
Theorem 5.1, we have the following.
Theorem 6.3. The generalized 2-median problem with eccentricity constraint can be solved in linear time when vertex weights
are polynomially bounded integers.
The algorithm in Section 4 also sorts edge lengths, so we only have the following.
Theorem 6.4. The generalized 2-median problem with distance constraint can be solved in linear time when all edge lengths and
vertex weights are polynomially bounded integers.
7. Relaxation from vertices to points
In this section, we consider the relaxation by allowing 2-medians on points instead of just on vertices. All the properties
in Section 5 still hold with respect to such relaxation, so the same algorithm also works here, and we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 7.1. The relaxed version of the generalized 2-median problemwith eccentricity constraint can be solved in O(n+ tx) =
O(n log n) time.
Some work is needed for the generalization in Section 4. Our algorithm again is based on the link-deletion method, but
now there is a new possibility that the pair of a 2-median lie on the same edge. So we first find two points p1(e) and p2(e)
on each edge ewith d(p1(e), p2(e)) ≤ L that minimize the distance-sum. Clearly, the finding takes O(n) time. After that, for
each edge e, wewant to find a point zX (e) on X(e) and a point zY (e) on Y (e)with d(zX (e), zY (e))≤ L that achieve the smallest
distance-sum. With a proof similar to that of Lemma 4.1, one can show that for any e = (v, par(v)), zX (e) is on path(mX (e),
par(v)) and zY (e) is on path(v,mY (e)).
We can assume d(e) ≤ L, as (rX (e), rY (e)) does not exist otherwise. We can assume d(mX (e), mY (e)) > L, as otherwise
we immediately have (zX (e), zY (e)) = (mX (e),mY (e)). We can also assume d(zX (e), zY (e)) = L because otherwise moving
zX (e) and zY (e) apart further decreases the distance-sum. For convenience, let us say that mX (e), par(v), v, and mY (e) are
lined up from left to right. Consider what happens when moving on path(mX (e), par(v)) from a point z1 to a point z ′1 with a
small enough fixed distance∆. Moving z1 left decreases SumX(e)(z1) by a positive amount dec(z1), and dec(z1) gets smaller
as z1 comes closer tomX (e) because the partition of X(e) becomes more balanced. Moving z1 right increases SumX(e)(z1) by
a positive amount inc(z1), and inc(z1) gets larger as z1 moves closer to par(v). When moving a point z2 on path(v,mY (e)), a
similar phenomenon occurs with the difference that moving z2left now increases SumY (e)(z2). Note that dec(z) ≤ inc(z) for
any point z. More specifically, dec(z) = inc(z) if z is not a vertex, and dec(z) < inc(z) otherwise.
We will do a binary search for (zX (e), zY (e)) in iterations, each time updating two intervals IX and IY for zX (e) and zY (e)
respectively, with IX = path(mX (e), par(v)) and IY = path(v,mY (e)) initially. After IX or IY are reduced to one edge, zX (e)
and zY (e) can then be found easily. In each iteration, we select vertices z1 and z2 to cut IX and IY each into two halves of
almost equal number of vertices. There are two cases to consider:
Case 1: dec(z1) ≤ inc(z2).
First, suppose d(z1, z2) ≥ L. (See Fig. 9(a).) Clearly, if d(z1, v) > L, we can ignore the half to the left of z1 for zX (e),
and update IX to be the remaining half. So assume d(z1, v) ≤ L and let z ′2 denote the point on path(v,mY (e)) with
d(z1, z ′2) = L. Note that inc(z ′2) ≥ inc(z2). Moving (z1, z ′2) left for a distance b increases the distance-sum by at least
(inc(z ′2) − dec(z1))b/∆ ≥ 0, so we can ignore the half to the left of z1 for zX (e), and update IX to be the remaining
half. Next, suppose d(z1, z2) < L. (See Fig. 9(b).) Clearly, if d(mX (e), z2) ≤ L, we can ignore the half to the left
of z2 for zY (e), and update IY to be the remaining half. So assume that d(mX (e), z2) > L, let z ′1 denote the point on
path(mX (e), par(v))with d(z ′1, z2) = L, and note that dec(z ′1) ≤ dec(z1). Moving (z ′1, z2) left for a distance b increases
the distance-sum by at least (inc(z2)− dec(z ′1))b/∆ ≥ 0, so we can ignore the half to left of z2 for zY (e), and update
IY to be the remaining half.
Case 2: dec(z1) > inc(z2).
In this case, dec(z2) ≤ inc(z2) < dec(z1) ≤ inc(z1). Thus, this is just case 1 with z1 and z2 switched, and a similar
action can be taken.
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So we first find all (p1(e), p2(e)) in O(n) time, and all (mX (e), mY (e)) in O(n log n) time. Then we use binary searches as
described above to find zX (e) and zY (e) for every edge e, butwith the n−1 binary searches for all edges carried out in parallel.
During each iteration, we find all n − 1 middle vertices at once by reducing the task to the tree marker problem with unit
edge length, which only takes O(n) time. There are at most O(log n) iterations, so O(n log n) time suffices. Finally we choose
the pair (p1(e), p2(e)) or (zX (e), zY (e)) with the smallest distance-sum. So we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. The relaxed version of the generalized 2-median problemwith distance constraint can be solved in O(n log n) time.
8. The group median problem
Recall that given a tree T = (V , E, d) and a vertex partition {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} of V , the group median problem is to find a
point g on T that minimizes
∑
1≤i≤kmax {d(v, g)|v ∈ Si}. In [9], Gupta and Punnen presented an O(nk)-time algorithm for
the groupmedian problem. In this section, by using our algorithm for the treemarker problem,we show that their algorithm
can be implemented in O(n+ k log n) time.
Let Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be the smallest subtree of T covering all vertices in Si. The point center of T is a point c that minimizes
EccT (c) = maxv∈V d(v, c), over all points on T . Gupta and Punnen’s algorithm first computes a point center ci for every Xi,
and then determines a group median of T by using the following useful property.
Lemma 8.1 ([9]). A point g on T is a group median of T if and only if it minimizes
∑
1≤i≤k d(g, ci), over all points on T .
Gupta and Punnen implemented the finding of all ci in O(kn) time and showed that finding a point g on T that minimizes∑
1≤i≤k d(g, ci) can be done in O(n) time. In the following, we give a more efficient implementation for the finding of all ci.
We preprocess T so that d(u, v) can be determined in O(1) time for any given u, v ∈ V . For each Xi we find a diameter path
dm(Xi) as follows. Select an arbitrary leaf l1 of Xi and find the leaf l2 farthest from l1 in Xi. Then, find the leaf l3 farthest from
l2 in Xi. The path from l2 to l3 is a diameter path of Xi [11]. All leaves of Xi are vertices of Si. Thus, each Xi has at most |Si|
leaves. Therefore, finding all dm(Xi) requires O(
∑
1≤i≤k |Si|) = O(n) time. For each Xi, the midpoint of dm(Xi) is the point
center ci. Thus, all ci can be found efficiently by applying our tree marker algorithm in O(n+min {k log n, te}) time.
Theorem 8.1. The group median problem can be solved in O(n+min {k log n, te}) time. In particular, it takes linear time when
k = O(n/ log n) or when all edge lengths are polynomially bounded integers.
9. Future work
We have an Ω(n log n)-time lower bound for the link-deletion method, but we are more interested in lower bounds
for the 2-median problem and its generalizations. Can they be solved in o(n log n) time? Wang et al. [18] solved both
generalizations in O(log n) parallel time but with O(n2) work. Can one design more efficient parallel algorithms for them?
An O(pn3)-time algorithm was described in [19] for the p-median problem with distance constraint on trees for general p.
Can one design more efficient algorithms?
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